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Copyrit'hi 1934, National Bureau of Economk Research, Inc. SIMON KUZNETS
This Bulletin presents preliminary results of the study of Gross Capital Formation in the United States, begun
by the National Bureau of Economic Research in the spring of 1933. This study was undertaken at the request of
a special Committee on Credit and Banking of the division of Industry and Trade of the Social Science Research
Council, as an initial inquiry in a program of research focussed on problems of banking policy and credit control in
relation to economic stability. A mimeographed set of preliminary results of the study was released for confidential
circulation in March 1934.
Throughout the study Dr. Kuznets was assisted by Mr. William H. Shaw; during part of the investigation by Miss
Edith Handler, and in the early phases by Mrs. Grace W. Knott.
I. ViEWPOINT AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
C
APITAL FORMATION comprises the production, trans-
portation and distribution of that portion of the na-
tion's output of goods and services which is not consumed
immediately, butis retained and added to the nation's
stock of wealth.If, in measuring this retained portion of
current output, allowance is made for the current consump-
tion of the already existing finished capital goods, the re-
suits show the volume of net capital formation.If such an
allowance is not made, the volume measured is that of
gross capital formation.
The quantitative measurement of capital formation may
be undertaken from either of two essentially different view-
points.From one viewpoint, capital formation is treated
as contributing to the accumulated wealth of the nation and
as augmenting the material foundation upon which its eco-
nomic progress rests.Net capital formation is the concept
most appropriate for such treatment.From the other
viewpoint, capital formation is treated as a process which
exhibits significant peculiarities in the business cycle. The
total flow of commodities which, because of their durable
nature represent largely investment, and which account
for the bulk of gross capital formation, has been observed
to show cyclical fluctuations strikingly different from those
in the flow of commodities that are fully consumable within
short periods.The inference is natural that in measuring
separately these two parts of the nation's output some
light may be thrown on factors of importance in deter-
mining the business cycle.In a study guided by such a
viewpoint, the concept of gross capital formation
more useful than that of net capital formation, certainly
in the first phases of the analysis.This is especially true
when such an investigation is followed by a study of the
parallel flow of money and credit: there is considerable
fluidity between funds set aside to cover the consumption
of already existing finished capital goods (for example,
reserves for depreciation) and funds for the financing of
additional capital goods.Since the study, of which the
preliminary results are presented in this Bulletin, treats
capital formation as a process which exhibits significant
peculiarities in the business cycle; and since it is expected
that this study will be followed by a parallel study of the
flow of funds, the concept of gross capital formation was
adopted as the basic one.This, of course, does not preclude
the possibility of measuring net capital formation, and it is
hoped that such measures will be given in the final report.
Gross capital formation, as estimated in this study, is
composed of the following elements:
1. The flow of finished durable commodities to the na-
tion's households and enterprises.Households comprise
families and individual final consumers, while enterprises
cover not only business establishments but also public arid
semi-public agencies.By durable commodities are meant
those with an average period of useful life in excess of
three years, whether used primarily by households (con-
sumers' durable) or by enterprises (producers' durable).
Notable examples are industrial and household machinery,
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passenger cars and trucks, boats, railroad equipment, tools,
furniture.This group, naturally, includes construction,
which in the tables below is segregated for separate meas-
urement. The distinction between durable and non-durable
commodities, and especially between consumers' and pro-
ducers' commodities,isnecessarily approximate, but the
line can be drawn clearly in the majority of cases.
2. Net change in the stocks of all commodities in the
hands of their producers and distributors; of unfinished
commodities in the hands of their industrial consumers; and
of finished, but fully consumable commodities in the hands
of ultimate consumers.However, for lack of data, net
changes in stocks in the hands of public agencies and of
ultimate consumers had to be omitted in our estimates,
which thus cover changes in business inventories only.
3. Net change in claims against foreign countries.in
so far as we deal with a single nation in the family of na-
tions,its exports are part of its gross capital formation,
and its imports are to be subtracted from the latter.
The estimates presented below attempt to measure the
volume of gross capital formation, thus defined, in the
United States from 1919 through 1933.The elements
just listed are evaluated in terms of both current and 1929
prices; and the valuation is in terms of the cost of each
element to the ultimate agency reached during the given
year.Thus, the flow of finished durable commodities to
households and enterprises is measured at cost to these ulti-
mate users, and the amounts include not only the cost of
production but also of transportation and distribution of the
finished durable commodities purchased by their ultimate
users.Net change in business inventories is evaluated, as
far as possible, at cost to the agency which holds the inven-
tories. Only in the case of new construction, the largest part
of the total in the general category of construction, was it
impossible to evaluate the total at cost to the ultimate user;
instead, the value of new construction is measured at the
point where the process is completed by the construction
enterprise.
Inclusive as this concept of gross capital formation and
the estimates based upon it are, they omit almost completely
two types of capital formation.One is capital formation
that finds its embodiment not in commodities but in the less
tangible properties of human beings themselves.Such
capital formation is obviously of considerable magnitude,
the volume of economic resources devoted to and embodied
in the state of the arts and the training of the people form-
ing an appreciable part of the-nation's wealth.But it is
difficult in this field to disentangle purely economic factors
from the totality of factors that determine individual or
social life as a whole; and it is next to impossible to attain
a tolerable degree of precision in estimating the volume of
capital formation involved.The second type of capital
formation, also largely omitted,isthat confined within
the limits of single enterprises.It is exemplified by labor
invested by a farmer in improving the quality of his land,
or by wages paid by a manufacturer to his own work-
ers for the improvement of his machinery and buildings.
Some part of this activity is reflected in our inclusive esti-
mates of the volume of construction, which cover a large
part of construction done on their ownaccount by non-
construction enterprises.But the other types of capital
formation in this group do not appear on the surface of
the available statistical data; hence it is impossible to meas-
ure their volume.
In spite of these omissions, the concept of gross capital
formation employed in this study may appear to be too
wide.It may be argued that the flow of consumers' dur-
able commodities does not constitute an element in capital
formation; and, that net capital formation should have
been measured rather than gross.However, neither of
these restrictions of the concept is acceptable in a study of
variations in the volume of capital formation in their re-
lation to the business cycle. The flow of consumers' durable
commodities is almost as variable in time as that of the
producers' durable group, differing greatly in this respect
from the flow of non-durable finished commodities.Also,
gross rather than net capital formation, as suggested above,
appears to be the appropriate basic concept ina study
pointing to the analysis of business-cycle problems, at least
as n first step.For these reasons it was decided to include
the flow of consumers' durable commodities incapital
formation, although our estimates segregate them and allow
those who wish to subtract them; and to deal with gross
rather than net capital formation, at least at first.1
II. THE AVERAGE VOLUME OF GROSS CAPITAL
FORMATION AND OF THE FLOW OF
NON-DURABLE COMMODITIES
It is here recognized that the average volume of capital
formation and of any of its constituent elements for the
period 1919-32 conceals significant variations in time, vari-
ations which are studied in Section III.The reason for
discussing these average volumes for the post-S.?Var period
as a whole is to show the approximate magnitude of the
economic processes in question.Unless one is familiar with -
theaverage weight of these various elements, he cannot ap-
preciate the significance of their variability in time, or of
the differences in this variability.
Table I gives the averaze dollar volume of gross capital
formation, most inclusively defined, for the period 1919-
1932. The flow of durable commodities shown in this table
includes not only the value of finished products, but also of
parts,retpairsand servicing, in so far as they can be ade-
'The results of an attempt to estimate net capital formation des-
tined for use by business enterprises are presented in Table 10.NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC. 3
1.Flow of consumers' durable commodities
to households and enterprises
2.Flow of producers' durable commodities
toenterprises
3.Volume of total construction
4.Total flow of finished durable commodities
(1+2+3)
5.Net change in business inventories
6.Net changeinclaimsagainstforeign
countries
7.Gross capital formation, inclusively de-
fined (4+5+6) 27,329
Note:Estimatesin Tables 1 through 4 are given in current prices
only. The correction for price changes, while affecting the annual
changes of the quantities, does not alter appreciably the averages
for as long a period as is covered in the tables in Section 11 of this
Since the estimates for 1933 are much more tentative than those
for other years, it was considered advisable not to use them in
computing the averages for the post-War period.
quately gauged.Similarly, construction is measured by a
most inclusive estimate,'which attempts to cover not only
sizable new Construction projects, but also maintenance
and repair.
It may be seers from Table 1that the volume of gross
capital formation during the post-War period amounted
on the average to $27 billion per year; that the largest
single item was total construction; that the flow of other
durable commodities was divided almost equally between
producers and consumers, the flow to the latter slightly
larger; that all finished durable commodities together ac-
counted for over 90 per cent of the total; and that, on the
average, both net change in business inventories and net
change in claims against foreign countries constituted but
a minor part of the gross total.
The very size of the average volume of gross capital
formation in Table 1. may suggest an element of exaggera-
tion in our estimates; and such may be argued from the
inclusive character of the definitions used.It may be con-
tended that a large proportion of repairs and maintenance
(1 isconsumed within a short period, and that they are thus
on a par with the flow of non-durable commodities; and
that especially in the case of construction, our estimates,
based on the consumption of construction materials, may
contain a large volume of such minor repair work.Sim-
ilar objections may be raised to the inclusion of parts: the
mere fact that parts are sold separately indicates that their
life is shorter than that of the durabie product of which
they are a constituent element.Finally, a doubt may be
raised concerning the treatment of net change in business
inventories.Such changes, when positive, do represent, like
the flow of durable commodities, withdrawal of goods from
current consumption into capital accumulation.But while
a durable commodity, once produced, lasts usually an ap-
27.3preciable period, a change in inventories during a given
23 5year can easily be offset during the next year.In so far as
43:3the element of technical durability is of significance to the
economic implications of capital formation, net change in
94.0inventories should be treated as the result of a process quite
3.4different from that involved in the flow of durable corn-
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modities, and possibly excluded from the total of gross
capital formation.
Since it is impossible to segregate parts, repairs and ser-
10.0vicing into durable and non-durable categories, the estimates
in Table 1 cannot be modified precisely.But we can sub-
tract the aggregate value of all parts and servicing; reduce
the volume of total construction to a figure which can be
interpreted as representing primarily new construction or
very considerable alterations; subtract net change inbus-
iness inventories—and thus obtain an estimate of the vol-
ume of gross capital formation, more narrowly defined.
The average volume for the post-War period, which cor-
responds to this definition, is presented in Table 2.
Acomparison of Tables I and 2 shows that the narrow-
ing of the concept of gross capital formation results, in a
drop in the average volume of about 27 per cent.It still
leaves, however, a strikingly high average volume of $20
billion, which is apportioned among the various constituent
elements of gross capital formation in about the same way
Table 2
1. Flow of consumers' durable commodities,
'exclusive of parts and servicing
2.Flow of producers' durable commodities,
exclusive of parts and servicing
3. Volume of construction, exclusive of main-
tenance,repairsandtheunallocable
portiont '
4.Total flow, of finished durable èommodi-
ties, more narrowly defined (1+2+3)
5.Net changeinclaimsagainstforeign
countries
6.Gross capital formation, more narrowly
defined (4+5) 20,024
'For the explanation of the unallocable part, see Tabk 15andcomments in
Section 2 of the Appendix.
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as in Table 1.Total construction still remains the largest
single item; the flow of consumers' durable commodities is
still somewhat greater than that of producers' durable
commodities; and with the omission of net changes in in-
ventories, the importance of elements other than the move-
ment of finished durable products becomes still more in-
significant.
Whether the flow of consumers' durable commodities
should or should not be included in gross capital formation,
it is nevertheless important to ascertain the distribution of
the latter total according to the economic characteristics
of the ultimate user.The demand for capital goods by
business firms is subject to the play of forces distinctly
different from, even though related to, those affecting the
demand for capital goods by households, or public and
semi-public agencies.Table 3 presents an apportionment
of gross capital formation in accordance with this principle
of distinction.The classification is approximate, and can,
at present, be carried back only to 1925.But subject to
these limitations, the main results of the distribution are
clear and appear reliable.
First, the approximate equality of weight between cap-
ital destined for use by business and that destined for use
by consumers stands out; second, the relatively limited
role played by public and semi-public agencies as the ulti-
mate users of capital goods, accounting for 11 to 15 per
cent of the total.It must be noted, however, that this
proportion is an underestimate, since consumers' and pro-
ducers' durable commodities which are eventually used by
public agencies could not be segregated here, and line 3 in
Table 3 thus covers only construction.
Formation of capital destined for use by final con-
sumers is apportioned, in this table, between the flow of
consumers' durable commodities and: residential construc-
tion, since most students of the problem treat residential
construction as bona fide capital formation, even though
some exclude other consumers' durable products from the
group of capital goods.The table indicates that the flow
of consumers' durable commodities accounts for about one-
third of total gross capital formation, whether the latter
is defined inclusively or more narrowly.Residential con-
struction accounts for an additional one-tenth of the total.1
Even when both are excluded, the average volume of gross
capital formation still amounts to $17 billion, when de-
fined inclusively; and to $12 billion, when defined more
narrowly.If residential construction is retained as part of
capital formation the two average volumes become $19 and
$14 billion.
The absolute figures for gross capital formation, strik-
ing as they are in their magnitude, do not tell the full
story until compared with the volume of the other portion
of the nation's output—that flowing into immediate con-
sumption channels.This other portion consists of non-
durable commodities and related services; and of services
which are rendered directly to final consumers, such as
professional and other personal services, transportation and
communication services performed for ultimate consumers.
Of these two groups of goods in the nation's immediately
'The percentage of gross capital formation, inclusively defined,
constituted by residential construction is underestimated in Table
3, since the unallocable portion includes some construction that
should be classified as residential.
Table 3
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1lncludes parts, repairs and servicing.
'Excludes parts, repairs and servicing.
'Includes flow of producers' durable commodities, volume of business construction and net change in business inventories.
'Same as 3 excluding parts, repaira and servicing of producers' durable commodities. maintenance and repair in business construction, and net change
in business inventories.
'Includes public works and construction of theaters, lodges, clubs, religious and structures.
eSame as5 excluding repairs and maintenance in Federal construction.
'Includes net change in claims against foreign countries and unallocable construction.
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consumed output, i.e., of the output not entering gross cap-
ital formation, only the first—the flow of non-durable corn-
modities and related services—has been measured adequate-
ly in the present investigation.The average volume of this
flow is given in line 1 of Table 4.
The flow of non-durable commodities to households and
comprises the volume of finished commodities
whose period of average useful life is less than three years,
estimated in terms of the cost of these commodities to their
ultimate users.Adding to this flow of non-durable prod-
ucts the flow of durable commodities and the volume of
construction, both inclusively defined, we therefore obtain,
in line 2 of Table 4, the total flow of all finished com-
modities and related services. Of this total flow of finished
commodities and related services to the nation's households
and enterprises, finished durable goods and construction,
defined inclusively, account, on the average, for 45 per cent.
WThen parts, repairs, servicing and unallocable construction
are treated as non-durable, the percentage of finished dur-
able to the total of finished commodities declines to about
34.Thus, those goods whose useful life extends beyond
three years are still of considerable weight in the nation's
output of finished commodities.
If to the flow of non-durable commodities and related
services we add the full volume of gross capital formation,
inclusively defined, the resulting total measures gross do-
mestic production of commodities and related services (line
4, Table 4).This total is gross in the sense that no ad-
justment is made for the consumption of finished capital
goods incurred in producing the volume in question; but it
is adjusted for any duplication between raw materials, semi-
finished products, and finished goods. Of this gross output
of commodities and related services, corrected for duplica-
tions but unadjusted for consumption of finished capital
goods, gross capital formation, when inclusively defined,
accounts for 46 per cent; when more narrowly defined, for
34 per cent; and with fUrther exclusion of consumers' dur-
able commodities, for about 24 per cent.Thus, according
to the most restricted definition, gross capital formation
still constitutes a substantial portion of the nation's gross
output of commodities and related services.
Finally, we may attempt to indicate, even though tenta-
tively,the importance of gross capital formation when
compared with the most inclusive total, viz., the nation's
gross domestic output of commodities and all services, cor-
((
rectedfor duplications but not for business consumption of
existing, finished durable goods. A study of the industrial
allocation of national income produced suggests that in
1929 the volume of services not directly related to the pro-
duction, transportation and distribution of commodities was
about $17.5 billion.In the same year gross domestic out-
put of commodities and related services amounted to $71.3
1.Flow of non-durable commodities to
households and enterprises (millions
of dollars)
2.Total flow of all finished commodities
andrelatedservices(1+llowof
durable commodities and volume of
construction,inclusivelydefined)
(millions of dollars)




b. Excluding parts, repairs and
servicingandunallocable
construction
4.Gross domestic productionof com-
modities and related services (1+
gross capital formation, inclusively
defined)(millions of dollars)
5.Percentage of (4) constituted by gross
capital formation
a.Inclusively defined




c.Total under b, excluding con-
sumers' durable commodities
d.Total under c, excluding resi-
billion, and gross capital formation, most inclusively de-
fined, to $34.5 billion (see Table 5).
Thus in 1929, gross capital formation, inclusively de-
fined, accounted for about 48 per cent of the gross domestic
output of commodities and related services, and for about
39 per cent of the gross domestic output of commodities
and all services.It may be suggested in the light of these
figures for 1929 and the percentages shown in Table 4, that
of the inclusive total of gross domestic output of commod-
ities and all services, gross capital formation, inclusively de-
fined, constituted on the average about one-third; gross
capital formation, with the exclusion of parts, repairs, ser-
vicing and unallocable construction, about one-quarter; and
with the still further exclusion of consumers' durable goods
(but not of residential construction), slightly more than
one-sixth.
IlL FLUCTUATIONS IN GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION
AND IN THE FLOW OF NON-DURABLE COMMODITIES
Having established the substantial proportion that gross
capital formation constitutes of the nation's total output of
commodities and services, we may study the fluctuations in
Table 4
GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION AND THE FLOW OF NON-DURABLE
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Table 5
CAPITAL FORMATION, INCLUSIVELY DEFINED, AND THE FLow OF NON-DURABLE COMMODITIES
1919-1933
(millions of dollars)
A.CurrentPrice'.r 2919 1920 192! 2922 1923 1924 2925 2926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
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11,Total flow of all finished
commodities (4+10) ,..,57,89863,82648,04750,61459,50959,29763,70365,90265,68867,82669,60458,81244,70132,70732,179
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11.Total flow of all finished
commodities (4+10)....47,49545,79146,39651,69857,29058,24161,66164,17465.50967,1786960462.81254,57346,85145,312
12.Gross domestic output of
commodities and related
services(7+50) 50,38352,06945,34552,12560,72758,61562,86066,58865,92268,60071,29064.05454,48740.42649,857its volume and compare them with variations in the flow
of non-durable commodities.The annual estimates, avail-
able for such an analysis, are assembled in Table 5.In
this table the flow of non-durable commodities is appor-
tioned between perishable and semi-durable. Under perish-
able we include those commodities whose average useful life
does not exceed six months, the group thus comprising food
and tobacco products, gasoline, coal used by final consumers,
stationery, newspapers, etc.By semi-durable are meant
commodities whose average usefullifeisbetween six
months and three years, the group thus comprising pri-
marily articles of clothing and attire, some of the less dur-
able types of housefurnishings, and automobile tires and
tubes.Another distinction introduced in Table 5, which
does not appear in the preceding tables,is that between
dollar volumes in current and in 1929 prices.The cor-
rection for price changes, which does not affect appreciably
averages taken for a long period, is of considerable impor-
tance when annual fluctuations are studied.
Thedollar volume of gross capital formation, inclusively
defined, as shown by the two sets of totals in Table 5and
by Chart I, exhibits marked fluctuations in time. The es-
timates, in terms of both current and 1929 prices, register
declines in every year which, during the post-War period,
marked recession or depression in the economic activity of
this country: 1921, 1924, 1927 and 1929-32. But the con-
tractions of 1921 and 1929-32 appear, at least in the an-
nual figures, much more substantial than the mild shrink-
ages during 1924 and 1927. The general movement of the
annual totals suggests not so much a succession of four
cyclical swings as a brief but clear-cut swing during 1919-
21 and one major movement with the first trough in 1921,
the peak in 1929 and the final trough, in so far as can be
judged at present, in 1932.
The same movements characterize largely the flow of
consumers' durable and producers' durable commodities,
the volume of construction, and the flow of perishable and
semi-durable commodities. But both net change in business
inventories and net change in claims against foreign coun-
tries move quite diffe:ently (see Chart I).Neither ex-
hibits the consistent rise from 1921 to 1929, which is an
important feature of the major movement from 1921 to
1932 in the flow of finished commodities and of construc-
tion.Net change in business inventories shows marked
fluctuations in close conformity with the three- or four-year
cycle of general business conditions in this
country during the post-War period.Net change in claims
against foreign countries also fluctuates over brief intervals,
but in no apparent conformity with the oscillations in gen-
eral business conditions.Both elements exhibit through the
post.War period a downward trend. Thus the percentage
of gross capital formation accounted for by the sum of net
change in business inventories and• net change in claims
against foreign countries was, for volumes in current prices,
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, Iflc. 7
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GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION, INCLUSIVELY DEFI NED.
AND ITS CONSTITUENT ELEMENTS, 1919-33
— —— durable commodilies — — Changen innentenues
Producers durable — Chonge in claims ag.nsl lore gn countries
Total construction Billions — Gross capilal formationRise from Dec/inc from
1921 to 1929 1929 to 1933
1.Flow of consumers' durable commodities 4-4.7
2.Flow of producers' durable commodities 40.21
3.Volume of total construction 42.12
4.All durable commodities 39.3
5.Gross capital formation 44.4 77.4'
6.Flow of consumers' perishable commodities ...25.9
7.Flow of consumers' semi-durable commodities18.3'
S.Flow of non-durable finished commodities 23.6
29.2 in 1920, 11.6 in 1923, 8.0 in 1926 and 4.9 in 1929;
for volumes in 1929 prices, the corresponding percentages
were 23.4, 11.6, 7.2 and 4.9. One may conclude, there-
fore, that while the net
change inclaims against foreign countries are of minor
importance in the average volume of gross capital forma-
tionoveraconsiderableperiod,thesetwo elements,
especially the former, affect the annual fluctuations in the
volume of gross capital formation significantly. A second
conclusion is that the downward trend of these two ele-
ments, especially of net change in business inventories, off-
sets- to some extent the consistent rise in the volume of
finished durable commodities during the period 1921-29,
thus suggesting a shift from capital formation in the form
of inventories to that in the form of finished durable com-
modities.
-Inanalyzing the timing and amplitude of variations
shown by gross capital formation and most of its constitu-
ent elements, as well as by the flow of non-durable corn-
modities, the comparisons and measurement could be ad-
vantageously subdivided into two groups: those for the
major movement from 1921 to 1933, and for the
years of recession and depression in at large, not
included under the major movement, viz., 1924 and
The evidence in respect of the timing and amplitude of the
changes in the major movement from 1921 to 1933 is pre-
sented in Table 6. The conclusions may be summarized
as follows: - S V
-1.In-so far-as timing can be judged from annual data,
most of -the elements of capital formation and of the flow
of non-durable- commodities show in the major movement
a trough in 1921, a peak in 1929, and a trough. in. 1933.
But in .a few of the elements there.is some departure from
-TheMow. .of .durable of..con-
sumers'-semi-durablecommodities,. when. measured in
rent prices, shows the first trough in 1922 instead of 1921
while in the estimates in 1929 prices the first trough irs the
flow of both consumers' perishable and semi-durable com-
modities occurs in 1920. The volume of construction, both
in current and 1929 prices, reaches its peak in 1928 rather
than in 1929. Finally, a number of the elements reach their
trough in 1932 rather than in 1933: gross capital forma-
tion in both current and 1929 prices, flow of consumers'
semi-durable commodities in current prices, of perishable
commodities in 1929 prices, and the total flow of non-
durable, finished commodities in current prices.But by
and large,the similarity of the timing of the various
processes listed in Table 6 in the major movement from a
trough in 1921 to a peak in 1928 or 1929 to a trough in
1932 or 1933, is sufficiently great to allow comparisons of
the amplitudes of their fluctuations.
2. In respect of amplitude, the movement in the flow of
consumers' durable commodities, producers' durable com-
modities, and the volume of construction is much the same,
whether the volumes are measured in current or 1929
prices.Similarly, the percentage rise to 1928 or 1929 and
the percentage decline thereafter is-fairly similar for these
three elements, with the following interesting exceptions:
(a) the flow of consumers' durable -commodities shows a
greater rise to 1929 than the other two- elements, both in
current and in 1929 prices; (b) the flow- of producers'
durable commodities, while showing the smallest rise to
1929 of the three elements, shows the greatest decline from
1929 to 1933.This result may be somewhat affected, in
the -case of the volumes- measured in 1929 prices, by the
inadequacy of -priceindexes for producers' durable com-
modities; and in -thecase of construction, whether in cur-
rent or prices, by possible errors in our estimate.For
this. treason -the difference just noted in the amplitude of
-rise and. decline in of the total of finished
durpble commodities should be as- highly tentative.
S NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC.
Table 6
RISE AND DECLINE IN THE MAJOR MOVEMENT OF 1921-33 IN THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF GROSS
CAPITAL FORMATION, INCLUSIVELY DEFINED, AND IN THE FLOW OF NON-DURABLE COMMODITIES

































































PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL
FLOWOF FINISHED COMMODITIES
Ffow of all finished durable commodities
of perishable and semi—durable commodities
3. Gross capital formation, both in current and in 1929
prices, shows a rise to 1929 and a decline to 1932 signifi-
cantly larger than that in the total of all durable com-
modities.This difference is obviously due to the inclusion
in gross capital formation, widely defined, of net change
in business inventories, which isnegative in 1921 and
1932 and positive in 1929.We can thus estimate the
amplitude of gross capital formation, were it defined more
narrowly.The exclusion of parts, repairs, servicing and
unallocable construction would increase the amplitude over
that shown in Table 6, because it would reduce the total
to which negative change in business inventories in 1929
and 1932, and positive change in 1929, would be added.
The further exclusion of net change in business inventories
would, however, reduce the amplitude of the movement of
gross capital formation below that shown inTable 6,
bringing it down to that indicated for the total of all dur-
able commodities.The further exclusion of consumers'
durable commodities would leave the amplitude at about
(((((.thesame level as is shown in line 4 of Table 6.
4. The most significant result of the comparison is the
appreciably greater amplitude of the movement in gross
capital formation in the total of all finished durable
commodities compared. with that of the flow in the non-
durable groups.This difference is true of the total swing
in the volumes, in both current and 1929 prices; of the
Chart 111
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS
DOMESTIC COMMODITY OUTPUT
Grosscapital formation
Ffoo of perishable and semi-durable commodities
rise to 1929 in both current and 1929 prices, with the
single exception of the flow of semi-durable commodities
in 1929 prices; and of the decline after 1929, in volumes
both adjusted and unadjusted for price changes.
5. The difference in the magnitude of the decline after
1928 or 1929 between gross capital formation and finished
durable commodities on the one hand, and the non-durable
group on the other hand, is so appreciable and develàped
over so brief a period, that there is little doubt as to its
significance or its persistence from year to year.But it
may be contended that the disparity in the magnitude of
the rise to 1929, shown in Table 6,is due only to the
greater severity of the depression of 1921 in gross capital
formation and in the flow of commodities in the durable
groups; and that were we to observe the movement say
from 1923 to 1929 (instead of from 1921 to 1929), such
a disparity would not be found in the magnitude of the
rise of the different groups in the nation's total output.
Some light on this contention is cast by Charts II and
III which show the percentages formed by all durable
commodities of all finished commodities, and by gross capi-
tal formation of the gross domestic output of all commodi-
ties.Chart 11 indicates that in current prices the per-
centage of finished durable in the total of all finished com-
modities rose steadily from 1919 to 1924, and then, after
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In estimates in 1929 prices the movement of the same per-
centage is somewhat less sustained, showing a decline in
every year of recession in business at large (1921, 1924 and
1927).But if we observe the peak years of business at
large, we find the percentage increasing from 1920 to 1923,
from 1923 to 1926, and from 1926 to 1928.
Since gross capital formation is more susceptible to varia-
tions at frequent intervals than the total of durable com-
modities,its percentage to gross domestic output of all
commodities and services manifests less of a sustained move-
ment than the percentages in Chart II (see Chart III).
Nevertheless, the existence of an upward movement in these
percentages from 1921 to 1928 is indicated with considerable
consistency.Also, in both charts, the decline in the relative
importance of finished durable commodities or of gross capi-
tal formation after 1928 is shown to be consistently sus-
tained from year to year, until the trough is reached.The
charts thus confirm the conclusion that the disparity in the
amplitude of movement between gross capital formation and
the volume of all durable cothmodities on the one hand, and
the flow of non-durable commodities on the other, was a
fairly sustained difference, both in the rise to 1928 or 1929,
and in the decline thereafter to 1932 or 1933.
We may now consider the fluctuations in the various
elements of gross capital formation and of the gross do-
mestic output during those years of contraction in business
at large, 1924- and 1927, which were not treated in con-
nection with the major movement from 1921 to 1933.
Annual data are, of course, a fallible guide in the study of
cyclical contractions of that order, especially if we consider
that the peak in general business activity in 1923 was
reached about May, and in 1926 about October; and that
the trough in general business activity in 1924 occurred
about July and in 1927 about December. The annual aver-
ages are thus bound to distort the comparative magnitude
of declineinthese two contractions, and no attention
should be paid in Table 7 to the difference in the magni-
tude or direction of change between the two periods cov-
ered.It is believed, however, that the general differences
in the changes among the various groups of finished com-
modities and gross capital formation are sufficiently reliable
to merit attention.The evidence of Table 7 may be sUm-
marized as follows:
1. Gross capital formation, whether measured in cur-
rent or 1929 prices, shows the greatest susceptibility to the
recessions of 1924 and 1927. The total volume of durable
commodities reflects these depressions in a much milder
fashion, especially when the volume is measured in 1929
prices. We can infer, therefore, that the susceptibility to
these recessions of gross capital formation is due primarily
to net change in business inventories.
2. Of the three component elements of the total of dur-
able commodities, only the producers' durable group shows
consistently a significant decline during these years of con-
traction in business at large.This is true for volumes
measured both in current and 1929 prices.
3. The flow of non-durable commodities does reveal
some susceptibility to the contractions in question, when
the volume is measured in current prices. When correction
for price changes is introduced, however, such susceptibility
isnot manifested.Neither perishable nor semi-durable
commodities, taken singly, reveal a consistent response to
these Contractions in business at large.
4. Gross capital formation as a whole, and the flow of
producers' durable commodities, show a greater decline
from 1923 to 1924, and from 1926 to 1927, than does
the flow of non-durable commodities.
It might be expected that the fluctuations in the various

























CHANCE FROM 19231924, AND FROM 1926 TO 1927, IN THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF Gaoss CAPITAL
FORMATION, INCLUSIVELY DEFINED, AND IN THE Fr..ow OF NON-DURABLE COMMODITIES
Change in percentages of the value in 1923 and 1926,respectively
A. Current Price, B. 1929Price:
Change from
1923 to 1924 1926 to 1927
1.Flow of consumers' durable commodities
2.Flow of producers' durable commodities
3.Volume of total construction
4.All durable commodities
5.Gross capital formation —9.3
6.Flow of consumers' perishable commodities
7.Flow of consumers' semi-durable commodities
S.Flow of non-durable commodities
Average Change from
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Table $
FORMATION OF CAPITAL, INCLUSIVELY DEFINED, BY TYPE OF ULTIMATE USER, 1925-1933
Current and 1929 Prices
(millioni of dollars)
A. Current Prices
Destined for use by 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933'
1.Consumers
a.Consumers' durable commodities8,664 9,316 8,887 9,175 10,058 7,892 5,885 4,022 3,737
b.Residential construction 3,050 2,965 2,856 3,095 2,127 1,222 900 311 276




tion and net change in business
inventories 12,998 15,605 12,433 13,570 15,980 12,752 7,245 204 7,262
b.Total, exclusive of net change
inbusiness inventories 12,082 12,941 12,609 13,059 14,606 12,036 7,970 4,664 4,292
3.Public and semi-public agencies
Total of public work construction
and theatres, clubs, lodges, religious
and memorial Construction 3,103 2,997 3,438 3,334 3,000 3,488 3,035 2,144
4.Unallocable
Totalofnetchangeinclaims 3,604
against foreign countries and un-
allocable construction 2,891 2,688 3,543 4,760 3,326 2,184 1,656 1,099 j
5.Grosscapital formation
a. lc+2a+3+4 30,706 33,571 31,157 33,934 34,491 27,538 18,721 7,780 14,879
b.lc+2b+3+4 29,790 30,907 31,333 33,423 33,117 26,822 19,446 12,240 11,909
Destined for use by B. 1929 Prices
1.Consumers
a. Consumers' durable commodities8,733 9,734 9,189 9,343 10,058 8,223 6,544 4,690 4,513
b.Residential constructioti 3,059 2,965 2,862 3,104 2,127 1,262 1,077 420 387




tion and net change in business
inventories 12,944 15,273 12,470 13,530 15,980 13,303 8,289 —843 9,281
b. Total, exclusive of net change
inbusinessinventories 12,139 12,901 12,662 13,051 14,606 12,470 8,801 5,641 5,359
3.Public and semi-public agencies
Total of public work construction
and theatres, clubs, lodges, religious




against foreign countries and un-
allocableconstruction 2,785 2,599 3,459 4,718 3,326 2,295 1,952 1,498
S.Gross capital formationa
a. lc+2a+3+4 30,185 33,240 31,088 33,916 34,491 28,830 21,501 9,004 18,664
b. ic+2b+3+4 . 29,380 30,868 31,280 33,437 33,117 27,997 22,013 15,488 14,742
'The more inclusive estimates of gross capital formation (line Sa) differ slightly from the equivalent figures present'ed in Table 5(part B, line7)
since,in the above table, the values in current prices of the various types of construction were deflated separately, whereas in Table 5. thetotal volume
of was estimated in 1929 prices by use of a single composite index of cost of construction.
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Table 9
PERCENTAGE DECLINE IN THE FORMATION OF GROSS CAPITAL, ny TYPE OF ULTIMATE USER, 1928-1933
'The entry for 5912 isa negative value.
classified by type of ultimate user(business, consumers,
etc.) would show significant differences in amplitude, and
possibly in timing; and this surmise is supported by the
results of the comparison made above between the flow of
Consumers' durable and that of producers' durable com-
modities.Unfortunately, annual data on gross capital for-
mation by type of ultimate user extend only to 1925, and
allow us to study the differences in the magnitude of the
decline after 1929 alone.
The annual estimates are given in Table 8, while Table 9
shows the relative decline of the various groups of gross
capital formation during the recent business depression.
The conclusions which the tables suggest may be summar-
ized as follows:
1. Of the four groups, formation of gross capital des-
tinedfor business use shows the most drastic decline
2. Construction for public and semi-public agencies, the
only element which could be segregated under formation of
gross capital destined for use by public and semi-public en-
terprises, shows the mildest decline of all.This is true of
the comparison both in current and in 1929 prices.
3. Formation of gross capital destined for use by con-
sumers did not decline as drastically as that destinedfor
business use.But the difference irs the magnitude of the
decline in these two groups is not appreciable, when net
changeinbusinessinventoriesisomitted fromgross
capital destined for business use.
FORMATION OF NET CAPITAL, DESTiNED FOR BUSINESS USE, 1925-1933
I.Formation of grosscapital,des-
tined for business use
a. Exclusive of parts, repairs and
servicing and repairs and main-
tenance of business construction
b. Same as (a) excluding changes
in business inventories
2.Depreciation and depletion
3.Various estimates of the formation















Destined for use by
1.Consumers
a.Consumers' durable commodities 1929-33 62.8 55.1
b.Residential Construction 192S-33 91.1 87.5
c.Total 1925-33 67.3 60.6
2.Business
a.Total 1929-32 98.7
b.Total, exclusive of net change in business inventories1929-33 70.6 63.3
3.Public and semi-public agencies 1930-32 38.5 13.6
4.Unallocable 1928-32 76.9 68.2
5.Gross capital formation
a. lc+2a+3+4 1929-32 77.4 73.9
b. lc+2b+3+4 1928-33 64.4 55.9
whether the measurement is in current or 1929 prices.
This is especially true when net change in business inven-
tories is included, but holds also when this element is ex-
cluded.
Table 10
4. In so far as the estimates for 1933 can be relied upon,
1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 193.P
9,986 12,479 9,379 10,530' 12,770 10,052 5,208—1,255 5,864
9,070 9,815 9,555 10,019 11,396 9,336 5,933 3,205 2,894
4,673 5,162 5,169 5,439 5,800 5,800 5,586 5,084 4,922
5,313 7,317 4,210 5,091 6,970 4,252 —378—6,339 942
4,653 4,386 -4,SSO 5,596 3,536 347—1,879—2,028 b. lb—2 -1,397NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC. 13
and in so far as annual averages can be used to reveal
properly the timing of cyclical processes, recovery from
1932 to 1933 has occurred in the formation of gross capi-
tal destined for business use, inclusive of net change in
business inventories, and in construction for public and
semi-public agencies.Thus, the rise from 1932 to 1933 in
capital formation was due to an increase in inventories
and to a rise in public construction.
In concluding this discussion, it may be of interest to
present a tentative estimate of formation of net capital
destined for business use.The difficulty of passing from
gross to net capital formation, that is, the difficulty of cor-
recting for the consumption of existing durable commodi-
ties, is not only in the lack of data.The very concept of
annual consumption of commodities that last over a num-
ber of years suffers from ambiguity.
The estimate presented below of formation of net capi-
tal destined for business use is based on the assumption that
the allowance for depreciation and depletion on the books
of business firms describes correctly the volume of con-
sumption of already existing, finished durable goods used
by business firms.But we cannot assume with equal valid-
ity that this figure covers the consumption of parts, ser-
vicing, repairs and maintenance, a large portion of which
is treatedthe books of the business firms under main-
tenance charges.It is therefore best to subtract deprecia-
tion and depletion from gross capital (destined for business
use), not inclusively defined, but exclusive of parts, repairs,
and servicing.This still leaves two variants of formation
of net capital destined for business use: one in which net
change in business inventories is taken into account, the
other in which it is excluded (see Table 10).
The striking decline in formation of net capital destined
forbusiness useis shown quiteclearlyin Table10.
Inthefirstvariant,inclusiveofnet changeinbus-
iness inventories, the peak is somewhat higher in 1926
than in 1929, and the negative figure for 1932 is truly
striking.In the second variant, exdusive of net change in
business inventories, the peak is markedly in 1929, and the
trough is reached not in 1932 but in 1933.
Of course, these estimates have to be treated with con-
siderable caution.Obviously, in periods of such rapid
change in economic conditions as that since 1925, the clis-
parity between actual annual consumption of durable busi-
capital and the depreciation and depletion allowance
may be both large and variable.But the conclusions that
the formation of net capital destined for business has de-
clined much more drastically than gross capital formation
of the same type, and that the former quantity was negative
over a :considerable. period of the recent depression, appear
to be° by the evidence.
IV. SUMMARY
Subject to the limitations imposed by the tentative char-
acter of our estimates, and by the annual character of the
data, our main conclusions may be stated as follows:
1. Gross capital formation constituted during the post-
'War period a considerable portion of the nation's total
production.Of the total output of commodities and ser-
vices, corrected for duplications but not for the consump-
tion of already existing finished durable commodities, gross
capital formation, inclusively defined, accounted for about
one-third.When parts, servicing, repairs and unallocable
construction were classified in the non-durable group, the
proportion fell to about one-quarter; and when a further
reduction in gross capital formation was made by the ex-
clusion of consumers' durable commodities, the weight in
the total was reduced to slightly more than one-sixth.In
view of the extreme variability of the flow of consumers'
durable goods, its inclusion in gross capital formation, from
the viewpoint of this study, was necessary. We may say,
then, that under the narrowest definition of the concept of
gross capital formation appropriate to the study, the pro-
portion of gross capital formation in a corresponding total
of the nation's output of commodities and services was about
one-quarter.
2. Both in the major swing from 1921 to 1933, and in
the years marking general business contractions, other than
that which formed a phase of the major swing, 1924 and
1927, the fluctuations in the volume of gross capital forina-
lion were of an appreciably greater amplitude than those in
the flow of non-durable commodities.
3. The greater amplitude of variations in gross capital
formation in the major swing from 1921 to 1932 was due
largely to the fact that the flow of consumers' durable
commodities, of producers' durable commodities and the
volume of total construction, each showed a greater rise
to 1928 or 1929, and a greater decline to 1932 or 1933,
than those observed in the flow of non-durable commodi-
ties.
4. The greater susceptibility of gross capital formation
to the contractions of 1924 and 1927 was due to the fluc-
tuations in business inventories and in the flow of pro-
ducers' durable commodities.These two elements of gross
capital formation, especially the former, appear much more
sensitive to the cyclical fluctuations in business at large
than the other elements of gross capital formation or than
the flow of non-durable commodities.
5.Formationof net capital destined for business use de-
clined during the recent depression much more drastically
than did formation of gross capital destined for business
use.During a considerable period of the recent depression,
the 'valiseof net capital destined for business use was
negative.14 NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INc.
6. In so far as the preliminary estimates for 1933 can
be trusted, arid the timing of cyclical processes can be judged
from annual data, the recovery in gross capital formation
from 1932 to 1933 was due primarily to the increase of
business inventories and the risein public construction.
When measured in current prices, the flow to households
and enterprises of durable and of non-durable commodities
has shown little change from 1932 to 1933.In terms of
1929 prices this total flow has shown a slight decline from
1932 to 1933.
in conclusion, a note of caution must be sounded with
respect to the interpretation of the differences in movement
between gross capital formation and the flow of non-durable
commodities.Estimates suchasare presentedinthis
Bulletin are easily assumed to warrant the judgment that
the disparities in the movements of the various economic ele-
ments during the period 1921-1929 represented a disturb-
ance of the general economic equilibrium, and that both the
absolute decline after 1929 and the disparities in the se-
verity of this decline offer an example of the compensatory
action of our economic mechanism.In view of this ten-
dency to identify quantitative disparities with indications
of abnormality, and quantitative similarities with indica-
tions of the existence of an equilibrium, it is important to
point out that such disparities or similarities in themselves
are not a sufficient basis for such a judgment.Gross capi-
tal formation may increase more rapidly, less rapidly or
pan passu with the flow of non-durable commodities. This
by itselfindicates no over-investment, under-investment
or the proper rate of investment of the national product in
capital goods.Before judgment can be rendered, the dis-
parity or similarity of the rates of change of these two
streams in the total product must be related to paiallel
phenomena in the allocation of purchasing power, and in-
terpreted in terms of long- and short-term aspects of supply
and demand for the various groups of commodities subsumed
under the broad divisions.The measurements offered in
this Bulletin constitute only one among several sets of data
needed to judge the economic implications of the changes
which have occurred during the last fifteen years in the
country's economic system.
APPENDIX
STEPS IN THE DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATES AND
SOME FURTHER DETAILS ON THE VOLUME OF PRO.
DUCTION, CONSTRUCTION AND INVENTORIES
This Appendix describes briefly the data and our methods
of estimating the formation of gross capital.It also sup-
plies a few further details relating to the volume of pro-
duction, construction and inventories.Both should pro-
vide a better foundation for understanding and interpreting
the basic estimates discussed in the text.
1. Output and Flow of Finished Commodites
The essential steps in estimating the flow of finished
commodities to households and enterprises may be outlined
as follows:
(a) From the biennial Census of JVlanufaciures, by a
careful study of the value of products, the output of fin-f
ished manufactured goods—inclusive and exclusive of parts
—was estimated, in current prices at the factory door. For
intercensal years these values were approximated with the
help of various interpolating indexes, formed from data
for Pennsylvania, from figures of Statistics of Income on
corporate sales, and from other data available on the an-
nual volume of manufacturing production. To the result-
ing value of manufactured goods was added—on a basis of
data from the Bureau of Mines, the Department of Agri-
culture, and the Bureau of Fisheries—the value of output
of finished, non-manufactured commodities, such as coal
(used by final consumers), and some of the finished prod-
ucts of agriculture (milk, vegetables, fruits,fish,etc.).
The final results were estimates of annual output of fin-
ished products, inclusive and exclusive of parts in so far
as they are segregable, in current prices.The wholesale
prices,as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
were used, group by group, to correct these totals for price
changes.Thus we obtained the estimates of total output
of finished products (inclusive of parts), in current and
in 1929 prices.
(b) In passing from these estimates of the output of
finished goods to the estimates of the flow of finished goods
to households and enterprises, two adjustments were made:
(i) for imports and exports; (ii) for changes in stocks in
•the hands of distributors.The former adjustment was
based on the data on foreign trade of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, while the latter was based on
our indexes of stocks of finished goods in the hands of dis-
tributors.The derivation of these indexes is discussed in
Section 3 of the Appendix.Step (b) resulted in estimates
of flow to domestic households and enterprises of the vari-
ous groups of finished products, in current and in 1929
prices at the factory door.
(c) The addition for transportation charges and for
distributive margins was made with the help of a rather
detailed study of the Census of Agriculture, of Mines and
Quarries, of Manufactures and of Distribution for 1929.
For this year, for most of the commodity groups, we were
able to estimate the flow of finished products at manufa%
turers' prices, and the total cost of this flow to ultimate
users.(For most of the perishable commodities, the Census
of Distribution was found deficient, and a somewhat dif-
ferent procedure—that of adding successive distributive
margins to the value at manufacturers' or producers'
prices was used.)The comparison of the two yielded theNATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, Isc. 15
approximate total spread between the value of finished com-
modities at the factory door and their value as they reached
the households and enterprises. A study of the materials
available on distributive margins and transportation charges
indicated that the relative spread had undergone relatively
change during the post-%Var period, with the possible
exceptionof 1919-21; and the evidence on the whole, justi-
fied the application of the total relative spread as ascer-
tained in 1929 to all the other years in the period.This
total relative spread, applied as a percentage to the flow
of the goods, in current and in 1929 prices, yielded the es-
timates of the flow of the various groups of finished com-
modities to households and enterprises, at cost to the latter.
(d) Finally, the estimates of the cost of servicing and re-
pairs were derived from the Census of Jl'Ianufactures for the
odtl years 1919, 1921, etc.; and from the Census of Distri-
bution for 1929.From the latter the charges for servicing
of automobiles only were taken and extrapolated for other
years by an index representing the number of passenger
cars registered and an index of prices of tonsumers' durable
commodities.The addition of the resulting estimates of
the cost of repairs and servicing to the estimates arrived
at as a result of step (c) provided the most inclusive fig-
ures of the flow of finished commodities to households and
enterprises.Even these estimates fall short, since they do
not include servicing provided by establishments other than
retail or manufacturing firms, and omit servicing by retail
firms in connection with consumers' durable commodities
other than passenger cars.
The analysis of the various estimates used in the pro-
cedure just described reveals some interesting results, a few
of which may be mentioned here.For example, the total
spread between the value at the manufacturers' and pro-
ducers' door and the cost to ultimate users of finished per-
ishable commodities is 33 per cent of the latter figure, or 49
per cent of the former.Similar percentages for the other
groups of finished commodities are: for semi-durable com-
modities, 30 and 43; for consumers' durable, 31 and 45;
and for producers' durable, 15 and 17.The difference in
the size of the total spread between producers' durable
and all other finished commodities is quite striking.It is
obviously due to the fact that a large proportion of pro-
ducers' durable commodities is manufactured on an order
basis and flows directly from the manufacturer to the ul-
,, user; and that the distributive services needed for a
R. proper satisfaction of the demand for producers' goods, a
large proportion of which comes from a few large business
units, are much more limited than the services needed to
distribute the other groups of goods to the vast number of
households which demand them.
As a consequence of this difference in spread, the im-
portance of perishable, semi-durable and consumers' durable
commodities (exclusive of servicing) in the total of all fin-
ished commodities increases, and that of producers' durable
commodities declines, as we pass from the measurement of
output to that of the flow to households and enterprises.
\Vhen, however, the allowance for servicing is added, it
is found that the largest part isin connection with pro-
ducers' durable goods. the inclusion of ser-
vicing serves to raise the percentage accounted for by pro-
ducers' durable in the total flow of finished commodities
and related services back to the approximate level at which
they stand in the total output of finished commodities.
Another significantresult of the comparison between
output and flow of finished commodities is the difference
in the variability of these two sets of quantities in time.
Output shows almost uniformly a greater amplitude of
variations.In current prices, this is true of each of the
four groups of finished commodities distinguished; it is just
as true of the rise from 1921 or 1922 to 1929 as of the de-
cline from 1929 to 1932 or 1933; and it is also character-
istic of the recessions of 1924 and 1927. The same differ-
ence, with one or two exceptions, holds for the comparison
in terms of 1929 prices.The statistical source of the dif-
ference is obviously in the changes in inventories of pro-
ducers and distributors; and the economic rationale is the
difference in response to changing market conditions among
producers, distributors and ultimate users.
2. The Volume of Total Construction
The basic data employed in arriving at the volume of
total construction were those on the output and flow of
construction materials.From these data we arrived, by
successive steps, at the estimates of the volume of construc-
tion materials consumed, and on the basis of the latter, at
the estimates of the volume of construction. The steps may
be outlined as follows:
(a) Total output of construction materials, at producers'
current values, was estimated from the data in the biennial
Census of lllanufactures, data of the Bureau of Mines on
non-manufactured construction materials, and state and
other data for intercensal years.This annual volume of
output of construction materials was corrected for price
changes with the help of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
index of wholesale prices of building materials, thus pro-
viding an estimate of output in 1929 prices.
(b) To pass from the output of construction materials
to actual consumption in the process of construction, ad-
justments were needed for exports and imports; for changes
in stocks held by the various agencies in the field, beginning
with the producers and ending with the construction enter-
prises themselves; and for successive additions for trans-
portation charges and distributive margins. The first cor-16 NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC.
rection was based, as usual, on the dataon exports and
imports published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. The corrections for distributive and transpor-
tation charges were again made on the basis of a comparison
of the Census of Manufactures and Mines and Quarries in
1929 with the Census of Distribution; while the adjust-
ments for changes in stocks were based on a specially com-
piled stock index.The adjustments were made from stage
to stage: from manufacturers to wholesalers; from whole-
salers toretailers; from retailersto construction units.
\Vhile the detailed figures at these successive stages are
possibly subject to an appreciable error, it was felt that
only such a successive correction would yield the best esti-
mate of the volume of construction materials actually con-
sumed in the process of construction.
(c) To pass from the value of construction materials
consumed to the value of total construction, we needed an
estimate of the ratio of the cost of construction materials to
the value of the final product.Such a ratio is provided for
various types of construction by the Census of Construction
for 1929. The available evidence, scanty as it is, indicates
that w'ithin each type of construction work, and in terms of
constant prices, the ratio of cost of construction materials
to the final value of the product tends to vary but little.
Therefore, the ratio was allowed to vary only with the
shift in importance of various types of construction work,
shifts which may be gathered approximately from other
available estimates of the volume of construction.These
estimates are restricted in area of coverage but show con-
struction by type.The application of the resulting ratio
yielded the estimate of the total volume of construction in
1929 prices.
(d) A composite construction cost index was prepared
from various indexes of cost of construction, such as the
Bureau of Public Roads index of highway construction
costs, the Richey electric light and power index, the Ameri-
can Appraisal Co. index of cost of construction, the Tuttle
factory construction cost index, and others.The indexes
were weighted by the approximate weights of the corre-
sponding types of construction, as revealed by the currently
available indexes of volume of construction by type.The
application of this composite cost index to the volume of
construction in 1929 prices yielded the final estimate of the
volume of total construction in current prices.
It is obvious from this brief description of our procedure
that the resulting estimates of total volume of construction
may be subject to error.The critical steps in the esti-
mates are the evaluation of the volume of construction
materials and the establishment of the ratio of the cost
of construction materials to the total volume of construc-
tion. An error in either will be reflected in the final totals.
That such a procedure was adopted may be explained by
the lack of inclusive estimates in this field, especially prior
to 1925.
It is therefore highly important to compare our global
estimates with the most inclusive estimates of the total vol-
ume of construction, based upon direct information on
various types of construction activity.Table 11 Presents(
the detailed estimates of the Federal Employment Stabili-
zation Board for the period and compares the
totals derived from these estimates with our totals based
upon the consumption of construction materials.
From the totals derived from the figures of the Federal
Employment Stabilization Board, converted into indexes,
with the value for 1929 as 100, and compared with the in-
dexes of our estimates, we obtain:
On the whole, our estimates show a somewhat more rapid
rise from 1925 to 1928 and decline to 1930, the movement
after 1930 being the same in both indexes.
Our estimates indicate a volume of total construction
larger than the sum obtained by adding the diverse types as
measured by the Federal Employment Stabilization Board,
the excess varying from a peak of about $4 billion in 1928
to a trough of about $1 billion in 1932. The reasons for
this difference appear to be:
(1) The Board's estimates of private construction, based
on the Dodge figures with the addition of farm construc-
tion, do not allow for the fact that the Dodge reports in
thepastfailedtocovercontractsunder$5,000,
or alterations and remodelling. The total estimate for this
item by the Dodge Company amounted to $1.5 billion in
each of the two years 1928 and 1929 (see Leo Wolman,
Planning and Control of Public Works, National Bureau
of Economic Research, 1930, p. 107).lVhile some portion
of this allowance is covered by the estimates of farm con-
struction and by the Board's inclusive totals for public
utilities, a considerable residue probably still does not ap-
pear in the Board's estimates.
(2) A small amount of private educational construction
is omitted; and there appears to be some shortage in the
figures on public construction in 1927 and 1928, when
these are compared with the Dr. WTolman's estimates (see
p. 126).
(3) The estimates for construction work by public util-(
ities may be somewhat short, in so far as the accounting
of the public utilities may fail to impute to cost of con-
struction the full share of overhead expenses incurred.
1The preliminary figures for 1932 were revised by us in
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Table 11
1For the years 1925 through 1929 this line was estimated on the basis of she 1930 relationship of line 16 to line 11.
(4) Finally, our estimates cover minor repairs and al-
terations, and construction work by. non-construction en-
terprises other than public utilities and public agencies.It
is interesting to observe that in the four constructional oc-
cupations listed in the Census of Occupations for 1930,
painters, carpenters, plumbers, and brick and stone masons,
a considerable number for each occupation appear as at-
tached to industries that are neither in the construction nor
in the public utility or public service groups.
Nevertheless, our estimates may still exaggerate the vol-
ume of total construction; and it is quite obvious that fur-
ther, thorough analysis and reconciliation of the two types
of construction estimates is necessary.This is especially
k.mportant, since our estimates of total construction show a
rise from 1921 to 1929 that is considerably milder than
that indicated in such less inclusive estimates as the Federal
Reserve Board's index of construction contracts awarded
(based on Dodge data).. Our estimates of the volume of
construction are presented as first approximations, to be
used jointly with other data in the field, and subject to
possible revision in the final report of the study.
3. Business Inventories
Business inventories comprise the stocks of all finished
commodities in the hands of their producers and distribu-
tors, and of unfinished commodities in the hands of their
producers, distributors and industrial consumers.They do
not include the stocks of finished durable commodities in
the hands of their consumers, whether these be households
or enterprises; nor do they include stocks of non-durable
finished commodities, such as foods and clothing, in the
hands of ultimate consumers, with the exception of farmers'
holdings of their own products for eventual consumption.
The essential data relating to inventories are those on
corporate inventories, reported by all corporations (with
the exception of a small number, whose business constitutes
about three per cent of the total corporate business of the
country) to the Income Tax Bureau; and data on farmers'





















































3.Factories 363 523 417 565 606 285 129 48
4.Theatres, clubs, lodges, religious and memo-
rial 386 385 393 311 224 188 129 47
5. Farms 470 470 473 463 463 367 258 125










16. Total railroads and public utilities .
17.Estimated total railroads and public utilities' 3,722 3,719 3,677 4,140 4,062 2,923 1,635
18.Cities
19.Counties
20.States (excl. Federal aid)
21.Federal (md. Federal aid, exci. D. C.)
22. Total public works
23. Total derived from above (6+17+22) 11,569 11,699 11,939 12,116 11,367 10,108 7,590 4,399
24. Volume of total construction based on con-
sumption of construction materials 14,032 14,343 14,876 15,919 14,381 11,921 8,920 5,458
25.Unallocable construction not covered under
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harvestings and marketings, and occasionally stocks, which
make itpossible to measure the approximate volume of
stocks of commodities held by farmers.The basic steps
in arriving at the estimates of business inventories were:
(a) For all branches of business dominated by corpora-
tions, i.e., mining, manufacturing and public utilities, the
annual data of Statistics of Income were used, and raised
to cover the total by the ratio of the total value of prod-
uct to the corporate value.For the service group, only
corporate inventories were estimated, taken directly from
Statistics of Income.For recent years not yet reported by
Statistics of In come, extrapolating indexes were used, based
on samples of large corporations.The ratio of the inven-
tories to gross income in these samples was used to extra-
polate a similar ratio for the corresponding industries.For
years prior to 1923, inventories were estimated from a re-
gression line of inventories on gross income, fitted to the
data for the years covered by Statistics of Income.
(b) For branches of business not dominated by corpora-
tions, such as retail and wholesale trade, farming, and con-
struction, other methods were employed.For farming,
as indicated above, series on harvestings, monthly market-
ings, and the Census data on stocks in the hands of farmers
were used.For retail and wholesale trade, inventories at
the end of the year 1929 were given in the Census of Dis-
tribution.The ratio of inventories to sales was extrapo-
lated for other years with the help of various interpolating
indexes, suchas that provided by the Federal Reserve
Board's data on stocks and sales by department stores, data
on corporate inventories and sales in the field of trade,
similar data, but for more detailed subdivisions,in the
corporate sample studied by Dr. Ralph C. Epstein.The
volume of sales was itself estimated on the basis of the
domestic output of products entering retail and wholesale
trade.For construction enterprises, stocks for 1929 were
estimated from corporate inventories, on the basisof. a
special breakdown of the Census data on contract construc-
tion into corporate and non-corporate; and for other years
these total stocks for 1929 were extrapolated on the basis
of a changing ratio of stocks to total cost of construction
materials received during the year.
(c) All these operations under (a) and (b) resulted
in estimates of the total volume of business inventories,
by a number of minor divisions, in terms of current valua-
tions.The correction for changes in these valuations was
made with the help of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
wholesale price indexes, and with due allowance in each
case for the approximate age of the stocks.The assump-
tion throughout was that inventories were being reported
at cost or market, whichever lower. The corresponding ap-
plication of the price indexes yielded the second set of esti-
(d) Net changes in inventories in 1929 prices were ob-
tained as successive differences of the estimates of inven-
tories at the end of each in terms of 1929 prices. To
obtain changes in inventories in current prices,the net
changes in 1929 prices were multiplied by corresponding
price indexes.
(e) The estimation of inventories of finished commodities
(as distinct from inventories of all commodities, finished
and unfinished) in the hands of distributors followed es-
sentially the same procedure.The basic figures were de-
rived for 1929 from the Census of Distribution, and esti-
mated for other years with the help of indexes similar to
those mentioned under (b) above. The correction of these
inventories for price changes followed lines similar to those
described under (c) and (d).
As indicated repeatedly, the final estimates of business
inventories do not cover allthe commodity stocks that
should be taken into consideration in measuring gross cap-
ital formation.These estimates exclude stocks of unfin-
ished and finished non-durable commodities in the hands
of ultimate consumers and non-business agencies, and omit
the business inventories of unincorporated establishments
in the field of service.But even these incomplete estimates
show a strikingly large figure for the total of business in-
ventories for the country.The average volume for the
post-WTar period as a whole is presented in Table 12. The
classification, in this table, of inventories into perishable,
semi-durable and durable is clear in the case of inventories
of finished commodities.In the case of unfinished com-
modities, the characteristics of the preponderant eventual
destined use form the basis of the classification.For ex-
ample, stocks of raw cotton are classified under the semi-
durable group, since the bulk of cottonis used in the
production of clothing and attire.
Table 12
VOLUME OF BUSINESS INVENTORIES AND RATIo OF BUSINESS




endofyear (average for the
year) to 8OW of
Commodity groups Average finished corn-
volume for Per cent modiries and
1918-32 of construction
(millionso7 total Average for
dollar.,) 1919-32
1.Perishable 14,786 .47.1 0.656
2.Semi-durable 5,835 18.6 0.658
3.Durable
(including construction
materials) 10,782 34.3 0.481
4.Total 31,404 100.0 0.580
An interesting comparison can be made between business
mates: business inventories in 1929 prices, inventories and the flow of commodities, its rationale beingNATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INc. 19
the fact that business inventories are held largely in order
to facilitate the eventual flow of the finished products.VVe
can accordingly compute the ratio of business inventories
held during the year (average of end-of-year and beginning-
of-year inventories)to the value of the flow of finished
/ commoditiesw'hich these inventories, together with other
'cfactorsof production, help to bring about.The averages.
of these annual ratios for 1919-32 are given in the last
column of Table 12.
For the total of finished commodities and related ser-
vices, business inventories amount to slightly less than six-
tenths of the annual flow.But in the case of non-durable
commodities the ratio runs at about 0.66, while in the case
of durable commodities the ratio is appreciably lower.This
difference in the stock burdenisa matter of common
knowledge, which the estimates above express with greater
precision.
Dr. Kuzuets is no newcomer to the readers of the Na-
tional Bureau BULLETIN. As a member of the staff of the
National Bureau he is in charge of its studies of the amount
and distribution of national income, and it was under his
direction that the recently-issued estimates of national in-
come, 1919-32, were 7naae by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce with the cooperation of the National
Bureau of Economic Research. The results of that study
were presented in convenient summary form in BULLETIN
49. Dr. Kuznets is also the author of what is probably the
most thorough study of the seasonal factor in business:
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN INDUSTRY AND (Na-
tional Bureau of Econorr.ic Research, 1932).
As indicated on the title page, the present study of gross
capital formation was undertaken by the National Bureau
at the request of a special Committee on Credit and Bank-
ing of the Division of Industry and Trade of the Social
Research Council. Dr. David Friday is Chairman
of the Committee on Credit and Banking and Dr. Meredith
B. Givens is Secretary.
At the second stage of the credit and banking phase of
its research in Industry and Trade, the Council proposes
further studies of the financing of capital expansion and
contraction during this same period. The first project at
this second stage, a broad inquiry into the financing of real
property, is soon to be undertaken by the National Bureau.
HUGH FRAYNE
The National Bureau regrets sincerely to record the
death of Hugh Frayne during the summer. He had been a
member of the Board of Directors, representing the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, since February 1923.
THE BULLETIN
Subscribers receive in Bulletin 52 preliminary findings
of one of the major research projects being conducted at
the National Bureau.Although the wealth of material
available has resulted in a report considerably larger than
that usually published in the Bulletin, making necessary an
increase in the price of single copies to fifty cents, sub-
scribers may expect another issue before the end of the
year.in this last issue of the year, Dr. Mills will discuss
price and production changes in American manufacturing
industries during depression and recovery.Certain results
of the 1933 Census of Manufactures, now being released,
will be analyzed for the light they throw on this problem.
R E V I E W S
Production Trends in the U. S. since 1870, by Arthur F.
Burns ($3.50)
"At a time when the quantitative attack upon economic
theory is marked by a bewildering mass of superficial and
misleading investigations, itis a refreshing experience to
examine a thoroughly workmanlike job such as the book by
Professor Arthur F. Burns. Without necessarily endorsing
all the methods or accepting all the findings of the book,
the reviewer can speak with the highest enthusiasm of the
work as a whole; and, without attempting to determine
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with finality its place in the literature of economic statistics,
one can heartily commend it to all thoughtful students as
an outstanding contribution in the field of economic meas-
urement. .. Thereviewer closes the book with a feeling of
profound satisfaction such as he rarely experiences in read-
ing current contributions to quantitative economics.'
L. Crum, Quarterly Journal of Economics, August 1934
• Strategic Factors in Business Cycles, by John Maurice
• Clark ($1.50)
"Clark's book offers a most important contribution to
the analysis and interpretation of cyclical movements.It
substantiates once more the contention that no quantitative
analysis is possible without a preliminary clarification of the
data by the use of theoretical concepts and relationships;
on the other hand, it shows that neither the working hypo-
theses underlying our thought nor its conclusions can be
verified by "facts."Empirical evidence may suggest that
certain conclusions are plausible or possible while others are
inconsistent with reality.More can scarcely be expected
from empirical observation in the economic realm where
complex and inter-related short and long time fluctuations
and secular trends lend the facts a peculiar aura of am-
biguity.The serviceability of economic theory is not de-
nied thereby; ifit begins with correct assumptions and
proceeds logically to conclusions compatible with facts it is
just as effective as science is in the study of nature."—Emil
Lederer, Social Research, May 1934
German Business Cycles, 1924-1933, by Carl T. Schmidt
($2.50)
"The author ... hasrendered an important service to
students by providing, within the confines of some 280
pages, a summary of the salient factors which have af-
fected the German economy since the Treaty of Versailles
and the currency inflation of 1921-23.The main con-
tributions of the study are an application of the technique
of statistical analysis of representative time series as de-
veloped at the National Bureau of Economic Research.
The evidence presented supports the view that most aspects
of German industrial production, prices and finance passed
through two cycles during the period 1924-32; the first
of these cycles was approximately delimited by the dates
December, 1923, and March, 1926, while the second began
approximately in April, 1926 and continued until the late
summer of 1932—one of the longest Germancycles on
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Professorof Economics, University of Wisconsin
Introduction by F. C. Mills
400 pp., 55 tables, 5 charts $3.50
Industrial Profits will be published Decem-
ber 1, and Mechanization in Industry about the
first of the year.
Orders for both volumes are now being taken.
Contributing members will receive complimentary
copies of these volumes before they are placed on
public sale.